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Nowadays, visualization of your ideas using charts has become more common to explain and support ideas. In addition, using more professional illustrations and useful tools is vital to clearly establish the concept. A mind map maker is an Excel template that helps you brainstorm and generate ideas while making complex issues easy to understand.
This Mind Map Maker provides you with flexibility in creating new nodes or adding branches to your main idea. Besides that, you can move each idea element and connector freely to increase the functioning scope of the mind map. While you are doing this, the mind map helps you examine the relations and roots to see the big picture. Mind Map
Maker Template Features This template allows you to create a Mind Map in two ways. You can input all your data into the table and then create a mind map diagram Graphically create a mind map with buttons and shapes without filling the data table. Both of those methods are connected, so if you make changes in the table, they are reflected in the
graph. On the other hand, the changes you directly execute in the chart will show up in the table too. With additional settings(buttons), the template allows you to customize your map according to your needs. Settings In the settings part of the template, you can rearrange the mind map settings such as chart type, layout, scale, colors, connector style,
etc. Split Chart settings define whether the chart will be in split view (Y) or not (N). The direction will be useful in deciding the alignment of the map. You can select to create a chart either horizontal or vertical. Width and Height are the defining sizes of each textbox. Connectors The connector selection allows you to set the element style to connect
the boxes. Besides that, you can select the shape type ( circle, rectangle, or rounded corners rectangle) and colors ( one color, many colors). If you select one color option, you can also choose the default color from the given options on the dropdown menu. In addition, you may customize the color to your liking after generating the chart. Numbering
will be used to show or hide the “Node No.” on each box inside the mind map. Showing the node numbers can be useful for following the shapes when there are many of them. The Live Drawing option is to have a simultaneous redrawing of the chart when you make any changes to the table. You can turn it on or off, according to your needs. Note! You
can turn off the instructions ( yellow notes ) from the top of the template. In addition, there is a “Sort Table” button on the top left corner. By using this button, the Node No. order on the table will be updated automatically. Independent of where you add the new nodes to the table, the template will sort the table according to the existing node
numbers. Mind Map Maker Buttons (Re)Draw Button: With this button, you can draw or redraw the mind map based on the table input or your settings. You will use this button to create a fresh mind map or redraw the current map after changes. When you click, the template will draw the shapes in the proper spots. Update Table: You can use this
button to update the table following your adjustments on the chart. For example; if you add a new node or parent to the chart by using the buttons, you should click the update table button. So the template will update the data input table based on the chart changes. Nodes & Parents Add Node: Use this button for adding a child to the selected box.
Please select its parent first and then click the add node button. Add Parent: It creates the root (parent) boxes. The parent boxes are ‘stand-alone’ shapes without any direct connection. If necessary, you can have more than one main idea by creating multiple parents. Also, you may connect them to other boxes with the ‘connect’ button later on. Note!
Whenever you create new nodes by using the “Add Node” or “Add Parent” buttons, they also will also appear in the table automatically. But, the data you fill directly on the text box won’t be updated in the table. You should click the ‘update table’ button for the table to be updated. Connect: You can add some additional connections between text
boxes. First, select one box and click the connect button. Then you should select the second box and click the connect button again. The first box selection will have a bright color highlight for clear indication purposes. Fix Connections: If you delete or disconnect some of the connectors, you can use this button to rearrange all the connections
properly. Clear: You can use this button to delete the chart. There are two options in terms of clearing, you will clear the mind map with the first click. And then if you click yes the input table will be cleared too. Please note that this action can not be undone. Last but not the least, there are 3 options for exporting the chart. Users can export the chart
in PDF, JPG, or PNG formats. You can also copy the chart o a PPT document for editing. Mind Map Excel Template Features Summary: Brainstorm and generate ideas. Examine the relations and see the big picture. Informational notes included. No installation needed. Ready to use. Works both on Mac and Windows. Compatible with Excel 2010 and
later versions. Includes VBA code and macros. Mind Map Maker is a ready-to-use Excel Template and provided as-is. If you need customization on your reports or need more complex templates, please refer to our custom services. Activity Diagram (UML)Administration & SecurityAmazon Web ServicesAnalyticsAndroid MockupsApplication
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making maps, graphs, and charts. A popular desktop program is MS Excel. So, today, we will tell you how to make a mind map in MS Excel. To create an Excel mind map, please follow this step-by-step tutorial. Step 1 – Launch MS Excel First of all, to make a mind map in Excel, launch MS Excel 2013 or later version on your desktop and select a blank
worksheet. Step 2 – Draft Your Mind Map To create a mind map Excel, you can use two options in the Illustrations group of the Insert Tab, i.e.: Using Basic Shapes Click on the drop-down arrow under Shapes. There are many different types of shapes available in the navigation pane. You can use these shapes to compose a mind map in Excel. Place
any shape from rectangles, basic shapes or flow charts on the worksheet; this will be your main topic. Now add more shapes scattered around the main topic. Add lines to create branches that will connect your associated shapes with the main one. Finally, add text on the shapes. Using SmartArt Graphics You can also use the SmartArt option given in
the Insert tab to make a mind map in Excel. Just click on the icon and wait for the sub-window to appear on the screen. Choose the Relationship, scroll down to select Converging Radial, and click on OK to insert the graphic on your page. Step 3 – Edit and Customize The graphic in Excel can be edited and formatted to meet your preferences. Use the
formatting options to edit and customize the mind map with the help of the tools in the Home tab, Insert tab, and Format tab. Add colors, images, watermarks, and other visual signifiers to uplift your mind map! Step 4 – Save Your Mind Map When your mind map is complete, go to File and click on Save. A sub-window will launch where you can name
your file, browse file location and click on Save to store your mind map. How to Make a Mind Map in EdrawMind EdrawMind is a versatile and multipurpose mind mapping tool. It is available for all platforms as EdrawMind supports different terminals, including PC, Mobile (Android and iOS), and Web. Hence, it can be used by anyone to create a mind
map anywhere and anytime! If you want to learn how to draw a mind map using EdrawMind, please follow these steps: Step 1 – Open EdrawMind For this tutorial, we will use the EdrawMind for PC. Step 2 – Draw Mind Maps You can use EdrawMind to make a mind map via two ways, i.e., using a pre-made template from local examples or use the
basic topics and connectors. For this tutorial, we will create a mind map from scratch. So, click on the Radial Map to launch a drawing window. Now use the Insert Topic, Subtopics, and Relationship options in the Home tab to create your mind map. Once you have drafted the mind map, add text in the boxes. Step 3 – Customize Mind Maps Once the
mind map is drafted, use the format tab on the right and edit your mind map. Keep formatting and customizing by changing colors, fonts, background, and more! Editable Mind Map Templates To create more interesting mind maps quickly, you can use these free editable templates of mind maps by Edraw Max. All you have to do is download, edit, and
you’re done! Waste Disposal Mind Map Template – This is a free editable mind map to draft a waste disposal plan quickly. ERP Launching Mind Map Template – Use this template to make an ERP Launching mind map for without putting in a lot of effort. Planning Schedule Mind Map Template – A very useful template for all the IT specialists to make
planning schedules. Life Experience Mind Map Template – This is a great free mind map template to track the important experiences of life.
Project Templates to download. Sample Project Charter - FREE example from a real software project; Excel Project Plan - FREE excel Gantt Chart template for project planning; WBS Checklist - Download a Free checklist for reviewing Work Breakdown Structures; Project Management Templates - View our collection of FREE templates for Project
Managers; MS Project schedules … 10/03/2022 · To make a monthly schedule, download the monday.com Excel template, and add all the relevant information in the corresponding fields. If you have a meeting that takes place every Monday at 9 a.m., add that into the template to ensure it never slips your mind. You can customize the monthly schedule
to suit your needs and preferences, too. FREE RACI Template in Excel. Download a template for completing a RACI chart - responsible, accountable, consulted, informed. A RACI is a simple widely recognized tool for defining roles and responsibilities. Each task or activity is listed and those who are either Responsible, Accountable, Consulted or
Informed are identified for each task. Build out your ideas visually with a PowerPoint template for mind maps. A mind map is a diagram used to visually organise information. Mind maps are great for brainstorming and project planning and a wonderful tool for visual learners who want to leverage their creative strengths. This PowerPoint template
includes instructions and three mind map examples to get you started. … The concept map method allows a person or team to collect their ideas about a central topic in a visual way. This is known by a few different names: concept mapping, mental mapping, mind mapping, and even concept webbing. The main topic will be in the center of the map
and related ideas will radiate out from it. Advanced folder structure to structure the learning plans effectively.. Import data from Microsoft Excel, Google spreadsheet, or CSV to centralize all of your information onto one infinite canvas to visualize any stage of the learning journey.. Video conferencing and whiteboarding to share the lesson plans with
the students in real-time.. Multiple access levels and roles to securely share … A goods receipt template can take on many forms and may contain a variety of different things. A good goods receipt template is one that appropriate for the types of goods listed and applicable for use for that particular transaction. Here are some simple steps that you can
follow to create a simple yet useful goods receipt template. 16/07/2022 · A mind map relies upon the person using both hemispheres to create a ... Choose the shape template you want and begin adding text. You can create a mind map in Google Slides just as easily and in a similar way: go to "Insert" and you should see the "Text Box" option, as well as
options to add a "Line" and a "Shape." ... Visio, or even Excel ... A goods receipt template can take on many forms and may contain a variety of different things. A good goods receipt template is one that appropriate for the types of goods listed and applicable for use for that particular transaction. Here are some simple steps that you can follow to
create a simple yet useful goods receipt template. Stakeholder Analysis Template. One of the reasons for a project roadmap is to communicate with stakeholders, but you have to understand your stakeholders in order to connect with them. Our free stakeholder analysis template for Excel helps you identify and manage your stakeholders’ expectations
and helps communicate with them more clearly. Project Requirements Gathering Template in Excel. This PMBOK template includes a description, category, priority, acceptance criteria, complexity and verification. It is ideal for capturing requirements for any project in any industry. The template is fully editable with Excel and can be converted or
changed to suit your project. The contents ...
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